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We prove the theorem: Let G = (X, U) be an oriented strongly connected 
graph with n(>2) vertices. For each two nonadjacent vertices x, y(x # y) we 
have d(x) + dQ > 2n + I. Then G is pancyclic or G is a tournament. 
“Oriented graph” here means the same as “digraph” in [l]. We restrict 
our attention to graphs without loops and multiple edges. X denotes the set 
of vertices; UC X x X denotes the set of edges of a graph G = (X, U). 
For a vertex x E X we use the following notations: 
rG+(x) = iv E x I (xv Y) E w l-c-(x) = { y E x / (y, x) E cl) 
Tc(x) = l-c;+(x) u F,-(x) de’(x) = 1 Fc;‘(x)I 
dc-(x) = I l-,-(x)1 d,(x) = d,‘(x) + d,-(x). 
If it is clear from context to which graph we refer, we write P(x), T-(s), etc., 
instead of T&x), Tc-(x), etc. 
If G = (X, U) is a graph and X’ C X, we denote by Gx, the subgraph of G 
induced by X’. A cycle is always an elementary circuit, a path is always an 
elementary path. By CL we denote a cycle of length 1, but sometimes we denote 
by CL the set of vertices of the C1 . For example, if we write C, C C,,, , this 
means: the set of vertices of C, is contained in C,, . 
A graph is called pancyclic if for all k, 2 < k < n, G contains a C, . 
We begin with the following theorems: 
THEOREM 1. (a) Let G = (X, (I) be an oriented strongly connected graph 
with n(> 2) vertices. For each two nonadjacent vertices x, y(x # y) we have 
d(x) + d(y) 2: 2n - 1. (1) 
Then G is Hamiltonian. 
1 Present address: Ausbildungswesen der Hoechst AG, 6230 Frankfurt (M) 80, West 
Germany. 
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(b) Let G = (X, U) be an oriented graph with n vertices. For each two 
nonadjacent vertices x, y(x # y) we have 
d(x) + d(y) > 2n - 3. (2) 
Then G contains a Hamiltonian path. 
(For a proof of (a) see [2] or [3]; (b) is an immediate consequence of (a).) 
THEOREM 2. Let G = (X, Or) be an oriented strongly connected complete 
graph. Then for every k, 3 < k < n, there is a C, in G. 
(For a proof see [I, p. 2061.) 
Because of these two theorems one might conjecture that a slight 
modification of condition (1) gives a sufficient condition for a strongly 
connected oriented graph to be pancyclic. We prove this conjecture. But 
first we must state some lemmas; the first is simple and well known. 
LEMMA 1. Let G = (X, U) be an oriented graph with n(> 3) vertices. 
Assume G to contain a C,-l = {x1, x2 ,..., x,-1}. Let y be the vertex not 
contained in C,-, . If d( y) > n, then G is pancyclic. 
Proof. Choose k E N, 2 < k < n. If there is no C, in G we have for all i 
I T+(Y) n WI + I N4 n {x~+~-~>I < 1 
and 
n-1 
d(y) = C I F+(Y) n {xill + I r-(y) n {x~+~-~N < n - 1, 
i=l 
contradicting d(y) 3 n. 
LEMMA 2. Let G = (X, U) be an oriented strongly connected graph with 
n( > 2) vertices such that for each two nonadjacent vertices x, y (x # y) we have 
d(x) + d(y) 3 2n + 1. (3) 
Suppose that G contains a C, with 2 < 1 < n - 3. Then G contains a C, 
with C1 C C,,, and I < m < n 
ProoJ Indirect. 
(I) We have ) P+(C) n (X - C,)] 3 2 or ( P-(C) n (X - C,)j 3 2. 
For otherwise we would have d(u) < 2(Z - 1) + 2 for every vertex u E Cr 
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and P(a) n C, = ,c = P(u) n CI for at least one vertex a 4 CL (I < n-3). 
The resulting inequality, 
d(u) + d(a) < 2(1 - 1) + 2 + 2(/z - I - I), 
contradicts (3). 
(11) Without loss of generality, let us assume I F(C,) n (X - C,)] > 2. 
Choose a, b E r-(C) n (X - C,). Let c E r+(C) n (A’ - C,) (c may equal 
c( or b). Let W be a shortest path from c to CI . Then W does not contain 
both a and b, say a $ W. Then the strong component of Gx-(,l containing 
C1 has more than I vertices and we apply Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let G = (X, U) be an oriented strongly connected graph with 
n vertices, such that conditions (3) is satisjied. Then G contains a Cn+ or a 
C,-1 if G contains a C, with 1 < n. 
ProojI This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let G = (X, U) be an oriented strongly connected graph with n 
vertices such that condition (3) is satisfied. Let Ct be a cycle of G with 2 < I < 
n - 1 such that for every vertex x $ Ct we have d(x) > n + 1. Then G 
contains a Cael. For the vertex x $ C,-, we have d(x) > n + 1. Furthermore, 
G is pancyclic. 
Proof. If there is a C,-, of G containing the vertices of the C, there is 
nothing to prove because of Lemma 1. Otherwise, because of Lemma 2 
there is a C,-, of G containing the vertices of CE . So for x + C,-, we have 
4-4 > n + 1. This implies j r+(x) n C,-, ) + j P(x) n Cnpz j 3 n - 1. 
This again implies the existence of a C,L-l in G containing the vertices of Cr . 
LEMMA 5. Let G = (X, (I) be an oriented strongly connected graph with 
n (2 3) vertices such that condition (3) is satisfied. Then G contains a C3 . 
Proof. Indirect. 
Then G is not complete (Theorem 2). Because of (3) there is a vertex a 
with d(a) >, n + 1. G - {a} contains a Hamiltonian path {x1 ,..., x,-r} 
because of Theorem 1. If there is no C3 in G we have 
I r+(a) n hII + I r-(a) n {xi+dl < 1 for all i with 1 < i < n - 2. 
But then d(u) < n, which is a contradiction. 
The six lemmas enable us to prove Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Let G = (X, U) be an oriented strongly connected graph with 
n( 3 2) vertices such that condition (3) is satisfied. Then G is pancyclic or G is 
a tournament. 
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ProoJ: Let F = (X, V) be a graph with 12 vertices satisfying the assump- 
tions of Theorem 3. If F is complete there is nothing to prove (Theorem 2). 
So assume F to be not complete; furthermore, assume F to be not pancyclic. 
Then F is contained in a graph G = (X, U) with the property: G is not 
pancyclic, but in adding any edge to G we get a pancyclic graph. G satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 3, G is not complete, and G is not pancyclic. 
In what follows we always work with G and write d(x) or r(x) instead of 
&(.Y) or r,(x). Notice that G contains cycles of length 2, 3. 
(I) We introduce the notation: 
x1 = {XEXj d(x) 2 n + I> x2 = {x E x I d(x) < n). 
X, -+ z : For otherwise G would be complete. 
X, f 3 : For otherwise G would be pancyclic because of the existence 
of a C, and Lemma 4. 
1 X, j 2 2: For if X, = {uj, let Cr be the shortest cycle containing U. As 
G is not pancyclic, because of Lemma 4, this cycle C, has to be Hamiltonian. 
c, = c, = {u = 111 , z$ ,...) u, , ul}. As C, is minimum we have &(u,) = 1 
and so &(u*) 3 n + 1 - 1 = n, which is impossible, 
Because of (3) each two vertices of GX, are adjacent. GX, is not strongly 
connected; otherwise, it would be Hamiltonian (Theorem 1) and G would 
be pancyclic (Lemma 4). T’ ,..., r, (t -> 2) are the strong components of G.r2 
numbered in such a way that 
T+(Tj) n Ti = 0 for all 1 < i <,j < f.  
(II) Let W = {n, u1 ,..., u!, , 6) be a shortest path in G from a vertex 
a E T, to a vertex b E T, . Then we have ur E .I’, and uI: E X, . Define X3 = 
x, - (111 )...) uk). X, f a for a, b are elements of X, . In Gx, each two 
vertices are adjacent. Gx, is not strongly connected for a, b belong to different 
components of G, . Let S, ,..., S, be the strong components of GX, numbered 
again in the us& way. a E S, , b E S, . According to Theorem 1, every 
component Sj has a Hamiltonian cycle 
Without loss of generality we may assume xl1 = b, A$,, = a. 
(III) In GX there is a path W,-, of length E - 1 from b to a for every 
I with 2 ,( I < 1 $=, Si /. 
This can be seen in the following way. Write I = zi=, Ii with 0 < lj < ) Si / 
if2<i.<s- land1 </I,(/SiIifi== l,s.DefinepathsP,,l <i=s, 
with Pi = 3 if lj = 0, P, = {xii ,..., xii> if fi # 0 and 1 < i < s - 1, 
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Because each two vertices of Gx, are adjacent, you can combine the paths 
Pi to get a path W,-, . 
(IV) Because of (111) there is a Hamiltonian path W* of Gx, starting 
at b and ending at a. W u W* is a cycle of G containing all the vertices of X, . 
As G is assumed to be not pancyclic, W U W* has to be Hamiltonian 
(Lemma 4). So we have k + 1 X, 1 = n, and, because of (III), for every 1 
with k + 2 < I < n, there is a C1 in G. 
(V) If we had (ui , a) E U for all i, 1 G i = k, G would be pancyclic 
because of (IV) and the presence of W. i* = max{i 1 1 < i < k, (ui , a) $ U>. 
Then we have: 
For all I with i* + 2 < I < n, there is a Cr in G. For all I with I < i*, there 
is a Ci in G. For otherwise we get a CL by adding the edge (z+ , a) to G; this 
contradicts the minimality of Win G. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is complete if we can show that there is a Ci*+1 in G. 
This will be done in (VI) and (VII). We first assume i* 3 4 (VI) and then 
finish the proof by treating the case i* = 3 in (VII). 
(VI) W is the shortest path from a to b. So the shortest path from ur 
to z+ has length > 3. This implies 
I f’+(u,) n X3 I + I r-(~4 n X3 I < I X3 I and / r+(u,) n {ul ,..., 44 < 1 
and 
1 T-(24,*) n {ul ,..., uk}l <k - i* + 1. 
So it follows that 
d+(U,) + d-(ui,) < ( X, j + k - i* + 2 = n - i* + 2. (4) 
ui. and a are nonadjacent. So we have 
d(U,*)32n+l -&)>2n$l --n=n+l. 
so z&t E x, . u1 E X1 and ui. E X1 together imply d(ul) + d(q,) 2 2n + 2. 
So, because of (4), we have d+(+) + d-(u,) 3 n + i*, and 
I r+(ud n (X - {ul ,..., ui*})l 
+ / F-(u,) n (X - (ul ,..., 2+>)/ > n + i* - 2(i* - 1) 
= n - i* + 2. 
So there exists a vertex y 4 {v ,..., z+} with 
(Ui* , v) E u and (x 4 E u. 
iu1 ,..Y UP , y, ui} is a cycle of length i* + 1 in G. 
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(VII) Now we consider the case i* = 3. 
If there is no w  # u2 such that (ul , w) E U, (w, us) E U, we use the same 
arguments as in (VI). Suppose therefore that such a vertex w  exists. By the 
minimality property of W, w E X2. Also u2 E X2, for otherwise we would 
get a cycle containing all of X2 but not u2 . So w  and u2 are adjacent. 
By the minimality property of W, (a, w) $ U, (a, uJ 6 U; hence (w, a) E U, 
(uz 7 a) E U. Now G clearly contains a C, , namely, {a, u1 , u2, W} if (u, , w) E U 
and {w, ug , a, al} if (~3, UJ E U. 
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